PLACES

by Mark Cockcroft

Billfishing at its finest

I

N January last year my wife suggested that the family
meet her sister, who lives in Canada, in Cozumel, Mexico,
for her 60th birthday. Unfortunately that trip folded, but I
was all geared up for a trip to Central America, so I told
my wife we were going anyway. However, there was a catch,
in addition to my wife’s passionate desire to dive in Cozumel,
we also made plans to pursue my passion — fishing. More
specifically I wanted to do some billfishing and I wanted to
catch a sailfish on a fly-rod.
When I told my fellow members at the Nomads
Gamefishing Club what I was planning eyes rolled at the
expense. Nevertheless Casa Vieja Lodge was lauded as num-

ber one for comfort and value for money by some of the
Protea anglers who had been there before.
So off we trotted from Johannesburg to London to Miami
to Guatemala City. Frankly, that was not a good choice —
rather spend a few bucks more and fly direct to the States.
Upon landing at Guatemala City we were greeted by our
friendly shuttle driver, Benjamin, who astutely noted
that my wife Sharon had the camera and suggested that
she sit up front while I was suitably positioned next to
the ice chest. At first I thought he was looking after me,
but it soon became apparent why the cameraperson
was in front as we wove our way through the active vol-
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canoes down to the coastal town of San Jose. Watching an
active volcano puff every so often was quite an experience.
When we arrived at the lodge we were greeted by the smiley faces of all the staff in brightly coloured uniforms bearing
the cocktail of the day. The lodge has a very tropical feel to it
and every day after arriving back from the marina, a tropical
cocktail would be waiting for us at the gate before we went
to the pool and cooled off with the snack of the day, buffalo
wings or dorado nuggets.
I digress ... on to the fishing. At 6am the following morning we were awakened by a knock on the door and two pretty young ladies with flowers tucked neatly behind their ears,
served us coffee in our room. It is somewhat distracting
when you have not yet wiped the sleep out of your eyes, but I
survived. Once we were dressed and had consumed a hearty
breakfast Benjamin loaded us up in the bus and drove us
about 1km to the marina where we met our captain — Jason
Brice — and our crew for the next four days — Jeffrey Garcia
and Wilson Lemus.
Without much ado they fired up the motors on Makaira,
a 37ft Rybovich, and we headed out the marina into the
Pacific to the continental shelf. This is about a one-and-a-half
to two hour trip depending on the wind. We learned a simple
weatherman’s tool: if you can see the volcanos the easterly is
blowing, if not, the westerly is blowing.
The longish ride was quite comfortable for us. On day one
we were told it was “a bit rough” — a two-and-a-half foot swell
was considered rough! Jokes aside, this gives you an idea of
the generally flat and calm conditions they experience. I’m
sure it can still get pretty lumpy on really bad days, but these
are few and far between.
LEARNING LOCAL TACTICS
During this long ride you can steal with your eyes as you
watch the deck hands prepare baits and teasers. It soon
became apparent that you do not want to be a half-beak or
ballyhoo in this town. A big ice chest filled with rows of half
beaks pre-rigged with size 6/O or 7/O circle hooks lay waiting
for their turn on the end of the line. The circle hooks were
attached to a metre of 80 lb monofilament with crimps both
ends — no knots and no swivels. This was connected to the
rod by a 3m wind-on leader which did have a clip swivel.

We worked with four rods setup with Shimano Tyrnos
two-speed reels loaded with 15kg line and one Shimano
Tiagra 30W rod-and-reel combo. When the half beaks were
rigged up on the light rods, a Spanish mackerel was attached
to the big stick which was put in the chair holder with the
mackerel calmly lying in the cooler box.
Once we were at the deep water drop off two teasers controlled by the skipper on the bridge were run from the outriggers. Two more teasers controlled from the deck were run
15m from the boat on the outriggers. Two half beak baits
were run in each outrigger well back from the teasers, almost
shotgun style. Two other baits were stored in water-filled containers with the rods in the gunnel rod holders waiting to be
pitched.
TIME TO PITCH IN
Pitched? Yes, pitched. The method of fishing in these waters
is somewhat different to the fishing we are used to on the
eastern shores of Africa. There is no trolling with skirted lures
and bellyshine strip baits. Here, after removing the rod from
the rod holder, the bait is removed from the water-filled container and “pitched” to the sighted fish, similar to the way people fish for sailfish on fly off Kenya.
The method is simple but requires a huge amount of experience and concentration because if you don’t see the fish on
the teasers you will not catch them unless you are very lucky
and they take the shotgun baits.
The plan is for the fish to come up on the teasers and
then, once they’re spotted, the angler reaches for the nearest
pitchbait rod and drops the bait into the water. With the reel
in freespool, only your thumb preventing overwinds, the bait
is allowed to drift back to the fish. Hopefully you can now
see the fish which was previously invisible to all but the skipper and the keen-eyed crew. The skipper does have an unfair
height advantage from the bridge, but the crew have phenomenally sharp eyes at the lower level.
Once the bait has drifted past the fish the skipper and
crew pull in the teasers as fast as they can, leaving the fish to
wonder what happened to the meal he was about to enjoy.
Instead he sees, smells and engulfs your bait which has
replaced the teaser.
Fishing with a circle hook the angler now has to concen-

Sharon and Mark Cockcroft were thrilled with
Mark’s marlin, caught and tagged off Guatemala
and about to be released by Jeffrey Garcia.
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Sharon and Jeffrey with one of
the four sailfish Sharon caught
and released in four days.

trate on his timing, allowing the fish to feed on the juicy halfbeak. At the appropriate moment the drag is pushed to
“strike” and the angler starts to reel in. Once the fish is
hooked you would expect pandemonium on the boat, but not
so — the skipper gently turns the boat parallel to the direction of the fleeing fish while the crew calmly watch the “shot
gun” baits for a second or even a third hook up.
DOUBLE-UP!
My wife who was the designated paparazzi unless such a situation arose, had to abandon her post as early as the third
strike on day one when we had our first double-up and she
landed her first sailie. In the final analysis we had four multiple hook-ups and she ended up safely releasing all four plus
her first tuna. Not too bad for a rookie.
The rules are that all billfish are released — the first catch
for each angler will be removed from the water for photographs if you so wish, but thereafter the 80 lb monofilament
is cut as close to the mouth as the fish will allow. Marlin are
also tagged if possible.
On day one we released 12 sailies between the two of us
and on day two a further eight. Day three was a dismal and
grumpy day — we raised seven or eight fish, but for the life of
me I could not make chewing gum stick and we blanked the
day completely. Even a trophy dorado that took a pitchbait
escaped me.
On day four it was more of the same. We had a double-up
and I lost the fish early in the fight had to endure the chirps
from the paparazzi for the next couple of hours because she
had one for the day and I had a doughnut. But Capt Jason did
us proud before the day was out — he saw a massive pod of
spinner dolphin and worked the area around them. It wasn’t
long before Sharon and I were both fighting formidable yellowfin tuna. We caught about nine tuna trolling around the
dolphins and I picked up another sailie that finally got to the
boat.
Shortly after getting the teasers back into the water, the
cry of “Short right pitch bait!” rang out. I grabbed the pitch
bait only to hear “No, marlin”. So I passed the rod to the deckhand and grabbed the Shimano 30W and the Spanish mackerel, but as I was about to toss the bait overboard I heard the
skipper shout “No Mark!” At the same time I noticed the

mackerel was attached to one of the other lines, I passed the
rod back to the deckhand and pitched the half-beak. As the
fish took it and I allowed him to feed I realised that I was
hopelessly under gunned with 15kg line class, but it was too
late for worrying and I calmly pushed the drag to strike. That
was when all hell broke loose.
The marlin took off away from the boat stripping 200m of
line before he did a right turn and continued his aerial display
into the distance. I had lost a lot of line and the drum was
ominously visible. After a choice description of exactly how
fast we had to turn the boat and chase, Capt Jason put me in a
position to recover some much needed line. The fish showed
us a few times why it is such a magnificent creature to catch
and after a 90 minute battle we tagged it, snapped our keepsake photos and away he swam. Jason’s estimate was 250- to
260 lb but I thought it was much bigger.
ON THE FLY
I had little time to rest before the next sailfish rose to the
spread — I was back in action straight away and soon landed
another sailie. At last they were sticking again. Capt Jason
advised us that we had a long ride home, but had about an
hour to try for a sailfish on fly if I wanted to. Well I had been
royally spoiled by the conditions and the fishing so I agreed
to set up for f ly. He came down from the bridge and
explained the very simple procedure and then headed back
up to his viewing post.
The teasers were hardly wet again when a sailie hit the
short right. Jason brought the teaser closer to the boat then
signalled for me to cast. My first strike missed, so I cast again
and this time he took it. He turned right, I struck left and
bingo I was in!
With a 15-wt fly-rod I certainly did not have the control I
was used to and the fish pretty much played me for most of
the fight. After about half an hour I did manage to control
him and Jeffrey got the bill in hand so that more keepsake
photos could be taken with the Go Pro and we ended the trip
on an incredible high.
I had earned the beers that had been lying in the ice chest
all day and how sweet they tasted.
In the Casa Vieja news letter for December accompanying
the photo of the marlin, they wrote: “Mr and Mrs Cockcroft
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Jeffrey, Sharon, Mark, Capt Jason and Wilson celebrate Mark’s achievements of tagging and releasing a marlin
and catching a sailfish on fly in one day.
ended their last day of fishing perfectly
with sailfish, dorado, tuna, a blue marlin
(tagged), and his first sailfish on the flyrod. Seas were calm and beautiful with
sunny skies and spinner dolphins for
miles on end, not to mention all of the
jolly pelagic fish!
Their total for four days was 46 raises, 42 bites, 33 bites of sailfish, and two
raises, one bite, and one release of blue
marlin.”
The final tally of fish caught for our
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four days was: Mark — 19 sailfish
released, six yellowfin tuna over 20kg
(the biggest being 26kg) and one blue
marlin. Sharon: Four sailfish and three
yellowfin tuna, the biggest being 20kg.
Picking a highlight is difficult, it’s a
toss-up between the marlin and the
sailie on fly, but being my first I would
have to single out the sailie on fly. Mind
you, having said that, watching my wife
catch her first four sailfish deserves an
honourable mention too.

• I would like to thank David and Jason
at Casa Vieja for a dream trip and I
would recommend Casa Vieja Lodge to
anyone wanting to experience billfishing in four-star style — more professional and friendly hosts you will not
find. Casa Vieja Lodge was also the
most competitively priced lodge in the
area.
For further information email
<david@casaviejalodge.com> or visit
<www.casaviejalodge.com>.

CASA
VIEJA
LODGE

DELIVERS
By Gavin Lautenbach

O

N the west coast of Guatemala, this Pacific Ocean
fishery has one of the highest concentrations of
billfish in the world and offers the most incredible
fishing experience imaginable. Although Casa
Vieja Lodge sounds like a fishing fairy tale, the numbers of
fish speak for themselves: 124 releases in a single day by one
boat, 300 releases in three days on conventional tackle and
57 sailfish in a single day flyfishing, with an overall annual
release rate of a dozen billfish per day, per boat.
We had three anglers aboard Makaira captained by Jason
Brice. With the help of Jason and his hardworking mates, we
managed to catch 37 sailfish on fly and a dorado. We had six
double hook-ups and almost a triple. The excitement when
all hell breaks loose is incredible and difficult to describe.
The professional and highly skilled team on Makaira work
tirelessly and in absolute harmony to assist you with catching the fish of your dreams. They have done this for years
and have truly perfected the art of fishing for sails on fly.
Somebody screams “Sailfish!”, you set down your beer
and rush feverishly for the rod. Your heart pounds as you
wait agonisingly for the next instruction from the captain.
You can see the fish in the wake and it’s all lit up and ready
to take almost anything. The engine cuts, it’s dead quiet and
the captain shouts “Cast!”

The fly lands in the water and time stands still. A torpedo
cuts through the water breaking the surface and, inhaling
the fly, it disappears into the blue. Everything speeds up
now — you set the hook and the reel starts screaming, the
fish explodes through the calm Pacific waters, a desperate,
volatile and frenzied attempt to remove the hook and escape.
This spectacular aerial display brings a cheer to the boat
every time.
Watching each fish being carefully and respectfully
released back into water brings an even greater cheer.
After a hard day in the office we were welcomed home
with a fresh towel and a welcome drink which went down
like a homesick mole in the comfort of the pool. The local
rum fuels the story telling and the recounting of the day’s
adventures seemed to have no end — neither did the
rum. The day always comes to a close with an amazing
dinner and, of course, some much needed rest.
We spent three exceptional days fishing in
Guatemala and it is truly the trip of a lifetime.
It is almost a mystical place that you don’t
quite believe in until you experience
it for yourself.
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